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Benco, Nancy Louise (1986).  
*Organization and Technology of Pottery Production in Early Medieval Morocco*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, State University of New York at Binghamton, 286 pages.  [Proquest publication number 8617889]

*The Organization of Paleoindian Lithic Technology at the Potts Site*.  2 volumes.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, State University of New York at Binghamton, 790 pages.  [Proquest publication number 8819296]

Bernstein, David Jared (1988).  
*Prehistoric Subsistence at Greenwich Cove, Rhode Island*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, State University of New York at Binghamton, 518 pages.  [Proquest publication number 8809245]

*Longhouse, Village, and Palisade: Community Patterns at the Iroquois Southern Door*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, State University of New York at Binghamton, 517 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9318403]

Holm, Mary Ann (1994).  
*Continuity and Change: the Zooarchaeology of Aboriginal Sites in the North Carolina Piedmont*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 205 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9430835]

*Hardaway Revisited: Early Archaic Settlement in the Southeast*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 378 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9429403]

*Time, Space, and Social Dynamics During the Hopewell Occupation of the American Bottom*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 773 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9715742]

Moore, David Gilbert (1999).  
*Late Prehistoric and Early Historic Period Aboriginal Settlement in the Catawba Valley, North Carolina*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 470 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9938196]

*The Sara and Dan River Peoples: Siouan Communities in North Carolina's Interior Piedmont from A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1700*.  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 382 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9954626]
Samford, Patricia Merle (2000).  
*Power Runs in Many Channels: Subfloor Pits and West African-Based Spiritual Traditions in Colonial Virginia.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 349 pages.  [Proquest publication number 9968667]

Herbert, Joseph Miner (2003).  
*Woodland Ceramics and Social Boundaries of Coastal North Carolina.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 311 pages.  [Proquest publication number 3086539]

*Biological Distance and the Ethnolinguistic Classification of Late Woodland (AD 800--1650) Native Americans on the Coast of North Carolina.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 219 pages.  [Proquest publication number 3100306]

Rodning, Christopher Bernard (2004).  
*The Cherokee Town at Coweeta Creek.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 561 pages.  [Proquest publication number 3156198]

*The Archaeology of Town Creek: Chronology, Community Patterns, and Leadership at a Mississippian Town.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 449 pages.  [Proquest publication number 3170403]

Wilson, Gregory D. (2005).  
*Between Plaza and Palisade: Household and Community Organization at early Moundville.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 286 pages.  [Proquest publication number 3200860]

*Cherokee Households and Communities in the English Contact Period, A.D. 1670-1740.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 461 pages.  [Proquest publication number 3331051]

Greene, Lance (2009).  

*Huaca De Los Chinos: The Archaeology of a Formative Period Ceremonial Mound in the Moche Valley, Peru.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

*Domestic Activities and Household Variation at Catawba New Town, ca. 1790-1820.*  Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.


Peles, Ashley Ann (2022) How to Make a Meal: Late Woodland Gathering at the Feltus Mounds Site, AD 700-1100. Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Graham, Anna Fuller (2023) Natchez Bluffs Cuisine and the Transition to Maize Agriculture (AD 750-1500). Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.